OHDSI NLP WG Updates

• 2019 Summary
  – Monthly meetings
  – NLP Tools ([https://github.com/OHDSI/NLPTools](https://github.com/OHDSI/NLPTools))
    • THEIA – compatible with cTAKES, MetaMap, and CLAMP, ETL to NLP table, and search/visualize NLP outputs
  – Other ongoing projects
    • Mapping of Note Types to LOINC/standard vocabulary
    • Extension and standardization of concept-modifiers from NLP systems

• 2020 Aims
  – Develop and disseminate THEIA to promote ETL for the NLP table
  – Update the NLP table (version 2)
  – Continue developing other NLP resources (e.g., Note type)
  – Conduct cross-site studies that use textual data